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Pennsylvania 
Public Utility Commission

• Pennsylvania - the 6th largest state
• Commission - created in 1916
• About 530 employees
• Our decisions affect:

– 5.7m electricity customers
– 2.8m natural gas customers
– 8.3m telephone customers



Map of US Nuclear Plant Sites



Pennsylvania Nuclear Sites

.



Nuclear Energy in PA

• Unique Nuclear history
• Atoms for  Peace
• Shippingport
• TMI 2
• 2d most  units



Pennsylvania Generation (MWh) by Source: 
1994, 1998, 2003
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Pennsylvania Generation by Source: 
1994, 1998, 2003
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Net Generation in the U.S., 1992-2005
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Capacity Brought Online by Fuel Type
1950-2007 (Nameplate Capacity, MW)
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Recent years have seen an 
explosion in new gas fired 
generation, but little building in 
other fuels.

Source: Global Energy Decisions
Updated: 1/08



Regulator’s Perspective



Regulatory & Policy Issues
• It ought to work

– Sound licensing process
– Industry coordination and support for standardization
– Generally supportive public opinion
– Energy Policy Act of 2005
– Focus on climate change and carbon

• But will it?
– New licensing process not yet tested
– Pending change in administration
– Yucca Mountain stalemate
– No climate legislation yet

Uncertainties must be reduced



Cost Issues
• It ought to work

– Clear and sustained production and fuel cost advantage
– Competitive with other low carbon baseload alternatives
– Shrinking reserve margins
– Rising power prices
– Improvements in construction methods

• But will it?
– Volatile construction commodity prices
– No firm vendor prices
– Financing risks
– Carbon pricing is still a theory
– U.S. nuclear industry construction track record

Risk-sharing among stakeholders is essential



Infrastructure Issues
• It ought to work

– Successful Asian experience
– Strengthening supply chain worldwide
– Forecast worldwide nuclear development at only 25% 

the pace of the 1980s
– Center for Energy Workforce Development, regional 

labor initiatives 

• But will it?
– No recent U.S. nuclear construction experience
– U.S. nuclear manufacturing infrastructure has 

atrophied
– Worldwide demand is creating production bottlenecks
– Labor force continues to age

Infrastructure response depends on first movers



A Realistic Perspective

• Most projects still in early stages of development
• Should expect …

– changes in project ownership and structure
– decisions deferred pending clarity on cost, other 

factors
– decisions to suspend project development

• Positive signal: companies will not proceed unless they 
are confident that all risks identified, removed, 
mitigated



Ingredients of a Sustainable 
Nuclear Renaissance

• Significant number of new plants per year financed by 
private capital;

• Successful participation in competitive power supply 
markets;

• A waste disposal program decisively underway;
• A nonproliferation regime adequate to the nuclear fuel 

cycles in prospect;
• EPAct ’05 Incentives—tax, loans, grants



Reasons to underwrite nuclear, 
as told

• To Congress 
– Unproven technology;
– Untested licensing 

process;
– Vampire intervenors;
– Costs unforeseeable;
– Alternatives, although 

inadequate, might get 
ruinously cheaper.

• To Wall Street and NRC
– Mature technology;
– Mature licensing 

process;
– Enhanced public 

acceptance;
– Costs under control;
– Alternatives 

inadequate



How Do We Make it Happen?
• Continued excellence by current fleet
• Adopt different business models for new nuclear

– Share the risks through innovative partnerships
• Take advantage of experience & expertise worldwide
• Disciplined project execution
• Revitalize manufacturing infrastructure
• Communicate the strength of the industry
• Drive public policy issues to resolution

Reduce uncertainties and potential for delays; 
the market will react intelligently



Progress Toward 
New Plant Development

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

3 early site permits 
approved

- Dominion
- Exelon
- Entergy

2 design certifications 
submitted

- GE ESBWR
- AREVA EPR

5 COL applications 
submitted

- NRG
- TVA
- Dominion
- Duke
- Constellation/ 

UniStar

Mitsubishi APWR 
design certification 
submitted

11-15 COL 
applications 
expected

Southern early site 
permit approved

GE ESBWR design 
certification issued

Additional COL 
applications 
submitted

2 design 
certifications issued

- AREVA EPR
- Mitsubishi 

APWR

First COLs granted
- NRG
- TVA
- Dominion
- Duke
- Constellation/ 

UniStar



Possible Patterns of Future Nuclear 
Power Development in the U.S.

• As an antidote to climate change
• Holding its present 20% share
• Reliability: We need baseload
• Whatever “the market” decides



Antidote to Climate Change I

• U.S. share of a Pacala/Socolow wedge would be 
about 300GW by 2054.
– All existing plants replaced
– 300GW at 1.2GW per plant = 250 plants
– 250 plants at $5 billion apiece (2008 dollars) 

= $1.25 trillion (U.S. trillion)
– Plus enrichment and waste repositories.



The Nuclear Wedge

• Doubling of nuclear power really requires tripling the 
existing capacity (372GW/438plants) because today’s 
plants must be replaced.
– Probably 700-900 new plants needed to get 1100GW 

• Assumes nuclear replaces all coal.  In fact, nuclear will 
replace some gas and large hydro, requiring more new 
capacity to make a wedge.

• Prodigiously difficult and expensive, but so are many of 
the wedges.



Antidote to Climate Change II

• What would it take to make this happen?
– A sense that there was no realistic alternative, 

preferably endorsed (or at least acquiesced in) by 
some prominent environmentalists; 

– Putting costs in the federal budget so that customers 
don’t pay them directly;

– Charging costs to customers before plants are built in 
order to reduce the cost of capital by shifting risks off 
of investors.



Antidote to Climate Change III

• Might the U.S. spend that much on nuclear power 
(or set out to) even if better alternatives were available?

• Conclusion of a review of U.S. experience with irrigation 
and dam projects: 
– Not only is the U.S. capable of difficult public 

infrastructure projects on a large scale, but these 
expenditure have lasting consequences.



Preconditions for Irrational Federal 
Infrastructure Exuberance

• Powerful federal agency on a mission
– Bureau of Reclamation/Department of Energy

• Strong congressional sponsorship;
• Sense of urgent national need;
• Sense of strong job creation;
• Local support;
• Willingness to override clear evidence of more efficient 

and less damaging alternatives



Antidote to Climate Change IV –
“Policy Enhanced Investing”

• Engage the taxpayer and customer as an ally and 
investor in the future of nuclear industry.

• Redirect discussions of nuclear subsidies or 
uncompetitive new generation to more favorable topics 
such as the “low marginal costs” of existing power 
plants.

• Shift as many technical, financial, procedural, and 
environmental risks as possible onto external parties.

• Distribute as little of the return to risk-sharing partners as 
possible.

(Doug Koplow – Earthtrack)



Holding the 20% share I
(Paul Joskow, MIT)



Holding the 20% share II

• What would it take?
– At 1.5% growth, about 200GW by 2054
– 200GW at 1.2GW per plant = 166 plants
– 166 plants at $5 billion apiece = $830 billion
– Plus enrichment and waste repository(ies)



Sustained Reliability 
and Productivity
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91.8% in 2007
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Sources: Global Energy Decisions, Energy Information Administration, NEI estimate for 2007



Conclusion

• Nuclear will continue to be an option in 
meeting our energy needs
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